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Abstract 
We consider the following problem as a generalization of that solved by Turhn's theorem. 
Let t and n be positive integers with n/> t/> 2. Determine the maximum number of edges of a 
graph of order n that contains neither Kt nor Kt,,-t as a subgraph. For n = 2t, it is solved by 
Brualdi and Mellendorf (1994). We solve it for n =2t + 1. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved 
1. In t roduct ion  
Brualdi and Mellendorf raised the following extremal problem as a generalization of 
that solved by Tur~n's theorem (see [2]). 
Problem. Let t and n be positive integers with n ~>t>~2. Determine the maximum 
number of edges of a graph of order n that contains neither the complete graph Kt nor 
the complete bipartite graph Kt, t as a subgraph. 
A solution of the problem when n - -2 t  is given in [2]. 
We consider the following problem as another generalization of  that solved by 
Tur~in's theorem. 
Problem. Let t and n be positive integers with n ~>t ~>2. Determine the maximum 
number of  edges of a graph of order n that contains neither the complete graph Kt nor 
the complete bipartite graph Kt,,-t as a subgraph. 
A solution of the problem when n = 2t is given in [2]. Before stating this theorem 
and a solution for n = 2t 4- 1, we introduce some notation. 
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Let G and H be graphs, then their sum is the graph G + H obtained by taking 
disjoint copies of G and H and putting an edge between each vertex of G and each 
vertex of H. The union of G and H is the graph denoted G tA H consisting of disjoint 
copies of G and H. The complete -partite graph with parts of size nl . . . . .  nt is denoted 
by Kn,,...,n,. 
Let m, k be positive integers. Then let mG be the graph consisting of m disjoint 
copies of G. A path of order m is denoted by Pro. A tree of order m is denoted by Tin. 
A cycle of order m is denoted by C,n. The complement of a graph G is denoted by G. 
A graph with k more edges added to G is denoted by G k*. For simplicity, G 1. is 
denoted by G*. A connected graph is unicyclic provided it has a unique cycle. It 
follows easily that a connected graph of order m is unicyclic if and only if it has 
exactly m edges. A graph is independent provided no two of its vertices are joined by 
an edge. The maximum cardinality of an independent set of G is denoted ia. If m is 
odd, then H,n denotes a unicyclic graph of order m with i,q m = (m - 1)/2. If m is odd, 
then L,n denotes Hm or Hm k*. Note that any L component (i.e. a component equal to 
L,n for odd m) has order at least 3. If m is odd, then Fore denotes a unicyclic graph 
F ~k* Note that of order m with iFom/> (m + 1 )/2. If m is odd, then R m denotes Fore or o,, .
any R component has order at least 5. If m is even, then Fern denotes a unicyclic graph 
k. of order m. If m is even, then Sm denotes Fern or Fen • Note that any S component 
has order at least 4. By Fm we mean Fore or  Fen depending on whether m is odd or 
even. A connected graph is duocyclic provided it has exactly two independent cycles. 
Note that a connected graph of order m is duocyclic if and only if it has exactly m + 1 
edges. A connected graph is tricyclic provided it has exactly three independent cycles. 
A connected graph of order m is tricyclic if and only if it has exactly m + 2 edges. 
The following two theorems olve the problem for n = 2t. 
Theorem 1. Let t be a positive integer with t >i 3. Then the maximum number of 
edges of a graph of order 2t that contains neither Kt nor Kt, n-t as a subgraph equals 
and equals 
(2 ; )  3t 
- ~ -1  if t is even. (2) 
I f  t is odd, then the only graphs of order 2t that contain neither Kt nor Kt, n-t as a 
suboraph and whose number of edges equals (1) are the graphs of the form K2,...,2,4 
and/£2,...,2 + U where U is the graph obtained from K3,3 by removing an edge, and 
the graphs K1,3,3,3 and K3,3 + Pa for t=5.  I f  t is even, then the only graphs of order 
2t that contain neither Kt nor Kt, n-t as a subgraph and whose number of edoes equals 
(2) are the graphs of the form K2,...,2 + Ha + Hb where a and b are odd integers with 
a+b=t+2.  
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The equivalent complementary form of Theorem 1 (see [2]) is stated in the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let t be a positive integer with t >~ 3. Then the m&imum number of edges 
of a graph of order 2t that does not contain an independent set of t  vertices or Kt, n-t 
equals 
t÷4 if t is odd, (3) 
and equals 
3t 
-~+1 if t iseven. (4) 
I f  t is odd, then the only graphs of order 2t that contains neither an independent set 
of t vertices nor Kt,,-t and whose number of edges equals (3) are the graphs of the 
form (t - 2)K2 UK4 and (t - 3)Kz U W where W is the graph obtained from 2K3 by 
inserting an edge, and the graphs Kl U 3K3 and 2K3 U P4 when t = 5. I f  t is even, then 
the only graphs of order 2t that contains neither an independent set of t vertices nor 
Kt,,-t and whose number of edges equals (4) are the graphs ( t /2 -  1)KzUHaUHb 
where a and b are odd integers with a + b = t + 2.
We settle the case n = 2t + 1 in the next two theorems. 
2t 
and equals 
Theorem 3. Let t be a positive integer with t>~4. Then the maximum number of 
edges of a graph of order 2t + 1 that contains neither Kt nor  Kt,  n_  t equals 
+1]  3 t+7 i f t i sodd ,  (5) 
2 / 2 
2t+l) 3t 
2 -~- -4  i f t  ~ even. (6) 
I f  t is odd, then the only graphs of order 2t+ 1 that conta& neither Kt nor Kt, n-t as a 
subgraph and whose number of edges equals (5) are the graphs of the form K2,...,2 + A 
where A = H2"2 or Fot~_ 2 with ia = (t - 1)/2 for t >>, 5, and X3,3,3 + T6. I f  t is even, 
then the only graphs of order 2t + 1 that contain neither Kt nor Kt, n-t as a subgraph 
and whose number of edges equals (6) are the graphs of the form K2,...,2,3 + Fe*+2 
with iFe*+2 =t/2 for t>~4, K2,...,2 +-Q where O is H2~_3 or Fot~_ 3 with iQ=t/2 for t>~4, 
3* K1,2,...,2 + Fet+2 with iFe~, =t /2 -  1 for t>~6, K3 +H5 +Hs,/£2 +/-/5 +//5 +115, and 
K3,3 + T4 + HT. 
We prove Theorem 3 in the equivalent complementary form stated in the next 
theorem. 
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Theorem 4. Let t be a positive integer with t >~4. Then the minimum number of edges 
of a graph of order 2t + 1 that contains neither an independent set of t vertices nor 
a Kt, n_  t equals 
3t+7 
2 if t is odd, (7) 
and equals 
3t 
+ 4 if t is even. (8) 
I f  t is odd, then the only graphs of order 2t + 1 that contains neither an independent 
set of t vertices nor a Kt, n-t and whose number of edges equals (7) are the graphs 
of the form ((t - 1 )/2)K2 U A where A : Hi2*2 or Ft2+*2 with iA = (t - 1 )/2 for t >15, and 
3/£3 U T6. I f  t is even, then the only graphs of order 2t + 1 that contains neither an 
independent set of t vertices nor a Kt, n-t and whose number of edges equals (8) are 
the graphs ( t/2 - 2)K2 U K3 U Fe*+ 2 with iFe*+ 2 = t/2 for t >~ 4, ( t/2 - 1 )/£2 U Q where 
Q = Ht2*3 or Ft2*3 with iQ = t/2 for t >~ 4, K1 U (t/2 - 1 )K2 U Fe~+ 2 with i 3, = t/2 1 Fet+ 2 
for t >>.6, K3 U2Hs, K2 U3Hs, and 2K3 U Ta U HT. 
2. Some iemmas 
If G is a graph, then [G[ is the order of G. If G has only one tree component without 
its order specified, then we denote it by T. If G has more than one tree component, 
then we label them in order i.e. IT(J) I ~>[T(k)r if j<k .  Let [J-]c denote ~i~/IT(i) l  
where T (i) (i E l )  are all the tree components of T. Let #~ro denote the number of 
tree components of G. Similar notations are used for other components. If G and H 
are vertex-disjoint graphs, then Gt~H denotes a graph obtained by putting an edge 
between one vertex of G and one vertex of H. 
Lemma 5 (see Brualdi and Mellendorf [2, Lemma 7]). Let G be a graph of order m. 
I f  G is a tree, then G has an independent set of size Ira~21. l f  G is a unicyclic graph, 
then G has an independent set of size [m/2J. 
Lemma 6. Let G be a graph of order 2t + 1 such that G does not contain Kt, n-t. 
Assume that G has a component T which is a tree of odd order k and a component 
B of order l which is not a tree. Let G' be the graph obtained from G as follows: 
(i) if T =KI, then remove an edge of B which does not disconnect B and insert an 
ed9 e joining T and B; 
(ii) /fk>~3 and B is a unicyclic graph of odd order, then replace TUB with Pk+t; 
(iii) otherwise, remove any edge of B which does not disconnect B and replace T 
with a cycle of order k. 
Then G' does not include Kt, n-t Also (ii) or (iii) does not increase the maximum size 
of an independent set but (i) does by at most 1. 
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Proof. Clearly, G' does not include gt ,  n_  t. The transformation (if) or (iii) does not 
increase the maximum size of an independent set (see [2, Lemma 8]). Assume that B 
is not unicyclic of odd order and T =K1. Removing an edge of a graph increases the 
maximum size of an independent set by at most 1. [] 
Lemma 7. Let a, k be positive integers, its, >1 r(a - k)/2], iHk* >~(a -- 1)/2 -- Lk/2j, 
iron. ~> (a + 1 )/2 -- Lk/ZJ - 1, and ireS. >~ a/2 -- rk/2]. 
Proof. A tree is a bipartite graph. Let the sizes of the sets in the bipartitions be 
s and a -  s, respectively. If we add b and k -  b edges to them, respectively, then 
irk. ~>max(s - b,a - s - k + b). Since each unicyclic component of a graph is a T*, 
the inequalities follow. [] 
Lemma 8. Suppose G is a graph with is <t. Suppose also that by applying trans- 
formations in Lemma 6, we get G' such that G ~ contains no tree component of odd 
order, fro --a/2 for every tree component of even order Ta, and iF,, = [a/2] for every 
unicyclic component Fa. 
(i) Suppose G contains no tree components of odd order except for one Kl. Suppose 
i6, = t. Then the only component generated by applying the transformation (i) 
in Lemma 6 is 
F~ from K1 U F*_ l with iF*_~ = (a -- 3)/2 for a >>. 7 odd; 
F* from K1 U F2*l with iF* = (a + 1 )/2, iF~*_, ~ (a - 3)/2 for a >t 7 odd; 
F* from K1 U H2"1 with iFa* = a/Z, i14~* = a/2 -- 2 for a >~ 8 even, 
F* from KI U F2"1 with iF* = a/Z, iF~. ' = a/2 -- 2 for a >>. 8 even, 
H 2. from K1UF3*_I with iH~* =(a -- 1)/2, ip]*-~ =(a  -- 5)/2for a>~9 odd; 
F 2.  from K1UF3_*I with iF~* =(a + 1)/2, iF~* ' =(a -- 3)/2for a>~7 odd; 
F 2. from K, UF3*I with iF2* =(at  1)/2, iF]* =(a -- 5)/2for a>>.9 odd; 
F 2.  from K1UF3*_I with ivy* =(a -- 1)/2, iF)*- ' =(a  -- 5)/2for a>>.9 odd; 
F~* from KI UH 3., with iF~* =a/2, iH~._, =a/2 - -2 for  a>~10 even; or 
F 2. from KI U F3*~ with iF2* = a/2, iF3._, = a/2 -- 2 for a >~ 8 even. 
(if) Suppose G contains no tree components of odd order except for two K1 's, and 
let B be a non-tree component of G. Suppose applying transformation (i) in 
Lemma 6 twice to 2KI U B we get G' with iG, = t + 1. Then the only new com- 
ponent generated is 
Fff* .from 2K1 U H4"2 with iF2* = (a + 1 )/2, in~*_2 = (a - 7)/2 for a >~ 11 odd; or 
F if* from 2K~ UF4*2 with i~2. = (a + 1)/2, iF4.2 = (a -- 7)/2 for a >1 11 odd. 
(iii) Suppose m>~3 and G contains no tree component of odd order except for m 
K1 's, and let B be a non-tree component of G. Suppose applyin9 transformation 
(i) in Lemma 6 more than twice to inK1UB we get G'. Then is, <t + m - 1. 
Proof. (i) Suppose Ta(a odd) is generated by applying transformation (i) in Lemma 6. 
Then Ta results from K1 UF~_I. If there is no unicyclic component of odd order of 
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G, then by applying transformation (iii) in Lemma 6, we get G' with a component 
Ca. As ico = (a - 1)/2, a contradiction follows. If there is a unicyclic component B of 
odd order l of G, then by applying transformation (ii) in Lemma 6 to B U Ta, we get 
G' with a component Pa+t. As i6 <i6', iBur~ uF,_, <iPa+t and hence i~_, <(a - 1)/2. 
A contradiction to Lemma 5 follows. 
Suppose a component which is not a tree component of odd order is generated 
by applying transformation (i) in Lemma 6. Then we can apply transformations in 
Lemma 6 no more. 
Suppose Ta(a even) is a new component. Then Ta results from K1 U Fa-1. As ia < i6,, 
iF~_, <iT, -- 1 =a/2 -- 1, a contradiction to Lemma 5. 
Suppose F*(a odd) is a new component. Then F~* results from K1 uFf*I .  As a 
component of G', iF* ~<iF,, =(a  + 1)/2. As i6<ia,, iF~*_, <iF.* - - l~<(a-  1)/2. Hence, 
by Lemma 7, iF~* =(a-  3)/2 and iF* =(a  + 1)/2 for a~>7. 
By considering all the components similarly, we get only those in the statements. 
(ii), (iii) Follow by similar arguments. [] 
Lemina  9. With the same hypotheses as in Lemma 8, we have the following: 
(i) Suppose G contains no tree components of odd order except for one Kl. Suppose 
by applying transformations in Lemma 6, we get G' with ia, =t. Then one 
component of G' is of a form specified in Lemma 8(i). 
(ii) Suppose G contains no tree components of odd order except for two K1 's. Sup- 
pose by applying transformations in Lemma 6, we get G ~ with ic,, = t + 1. Then 
either two components of G ~ are of forms specified in Lemma 8(i) or one com- 
ponent of G' is of a form specified in Lemma 8(ii). 
(iii) Suppose G contains no tree components of odd order except for three Kl's. 
Suppose by applying transformations in Lemma 6, we get G' such that all the 
nontree components of G' are unicyclic or duocyclic and i6, : t + 2. Then three 
components of G' are of forms specified in Lemma 8(i). 
(iv) Suppose G contains no tree components of odd order except for four K1 's. 
Suppose by applying transformations in Lemma 6, we get G ~ such that all the 
nontree components of G' are unicyclic and ic, = t + 3. Then four components 
of G' are unicyclic of forms specified in Lemma 8(i). 
Proof .  ( i i )  As " ' + zc~>t6 2 and only tranformation (i) in Lemma 6 can increase the 
maximum size of an independent set by at most 1, we need to apply transforma- 
tion (i) in Lemma 6 at least twice. Let i=  t,2. If we apply transformation (i) in 
Lemma 6 to KI U Bi for a nontree components Bi of G and get B~, then iB; >/iB + 1 
and hence each B~ is one of those components in Lemma 8(i). If we apply trans- 
formation (i) in Lemma 6 at least twice to 2K1UB for a nontree component B of 
G and get B', then B ~ is one of those components in Lemma 8(ii). In any case, 
as we can apply transformations in Lemma 6 no more, new components are those 
of G'. 
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(iii) As i'~>~iG + 3, we need to apply transformation (i) in Lemma 6 at least three 
times. As no component of G' is tricyclic, we cannot apply transformation (i) in 
Lemma 6 at least twice to 2K1 U B. Hence, the conclusion follows. 
(i), (iv) Follow by similar arguments. [] 
Lennna 10 (see Brualdi and Mellendorf [2, Lemma 9]). Let al,a2 . . . . .  am be positive 
integers with ~im=lai=b. I f  m> [b/2J, then for each positive integer k with k<<.b 
there exists a subset 1 of { 1,2 . . . . .  m} such that k = ~-~i~x ai. 
We shall use Lemma 10 in the following form. 
Lemma 11. Let G be a graph and let TJ, j E{1 ,2 , . . . ,m} be a tree component of 
even order. If lJ-Io <4#JG, then any even number which is at most IJ-Io is ~jcJ ]TJI 
for some subset J of { 1,2 . . . . .  m}. 
Lemma 12. Let B be a component. Then 
(i) The maximum cardinality of an independent set of Ha t~B is the same with that 
of HaUB i.e. iHa~B=iH~UB . 
(ii) For any integer k, the maximum cardinality of an independent set of Ha~ W .." t~ 
Hak~B is the same with that of Ha, U" 'UHakUB i.e. i~lo,~...~mk~B= 
iH~, u ... U Ha,. U B. 
Proof. (i) H has its unique cycle C of odd length and each tree of H rooted at a 
vertex of the cycle is of even order and has a perfect matching (see [2, Theorem 11]). 
Let the extra edge join a vertex x of Ha and a vertex y of B. First assume x is in the 
cycle. Then we can choose an independent set of the cycle (]C[ - 1)/2 which does 
not contain x. From each tree we can choose the part which does not c ntain a vertex 
adjacent o the cycle. Now assume x is in a tree. Then we can choose the part of the 
tree which does not contain x. And from each of the other trees, we can choose the 
part which does not contain the vertex adjacent o the cycle. Also we can choose an 
independent set of the cycle which does not include the vertex adjacent o the tree 
containing x. In each case the union of all those sets is an independent set of Ha of 
order (a - 1 )/2 which does not contain x. The union with an independent set of B of 
order iB gives an independent set of Ha ~ B. Therefore ill, ~B =/Ha U ~" 
(ii) It follows easily from (i). [] 
3. Proof of Theorem 4 for t odd 
Let G be a graph of order 2t + 1 with at most (3t + 5)/2 edges. Suppose G does 
not contain an independent set of size t or Kt.n-t. By adding edge(s) to G, we get a 
graph G* having (3t + 7)/2 edges with the same property. Assume G* is one of the 
graphs ( ( t -  1 )/2)K2 U A for t/> 5 (where A is given in the statement of Theorem 3), or 
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3K3 U T6 as given in the theorem. If we remove an edge of one of the K2's of G*, then 
the resulting graph contains an independent set of size t and so does G. Suppose that 
F ,*  • we remove an edge of A. If  the resulting graph is connected, then it is Hi* 2 or t+2, 
again G contains an independent set of size t. I f  it is disconnected, then G* becomes a
graph which contains Kt, n-t and so does G. If  we remove an edge of T6 or K3, then G 
contains an independent set of size t. Therefore, to complete the proof of the theorem 
it suffices to show that the only graphs which do not contain an independent set of 
size t or Kt.n-t are ( ( t -  1)/2)/£2 UA for t~>5, and 3K3 U T6 as given in the statement 
of the theorem. 
Let us assume that G is a graph of order 2t + 1 with (3t + 7)/2 edges which does 
not contain an independent set of size t or Kt, n-t. 
First suppose that G has at least (t + 1)/2 components of even order, with or- 
ders 2ml . . . . .  2m(t+l)/2, respectively. By the pigeonhole principle there is a subset I of 
{1 . . . . .  ( t+  1)/2} such that ~~iclmi is a multiple o f ( t+ 1)/2 and so Y]4c l2mi=t+ 1, 
then G contains Kt,,-t, a contradiction. Therefore, G has at most ( t -  1)/2 components 
of even order. 
Case 1: Suppose no component of G is a tree of odd order. Thus, there are either 
(a) (t - 5)/2, (b) (t - 3)/2, or (c) (t - 1)/2 tree components of even order. 
Case l(a): Suppose there are ( t -  5)/2 tree components of even order. Then any 
other component is unicyclic. Suppose #~eG + L(#~c + #~oc)/2J  is at least three. 
Then by replacing the orders of two unicyclic components of odd order by their sum 
and arguing as above, we again get a contradiction. Hence, 
#~eG + I #~G + #~OG <~2. 
As G is of odd order, the above inequality is the same with 
#~G + #~Oa -- 1 
#~ea + ~ 2, 
2 
which turns out to be 
#:,~c <. -#o~oa-2#~ea + 5. 
The facts that ire° >-a/2, i/4. = (a -1  )/2, iFo° i> (a+ 1 )/2, and iFe. >>-a/2 give the inequality 
2t + 1 + #o~oG - #afa 
i~> 
2 
which turns out o be 
3 + #~oc  ~< #gfc 
as i6 ~<t -  1. Thus, there are four subcases to consider: #~o6 =#~-ec =0,  and 
#~c =3;  #~-oc =#~ec =0,  and #~c =5;  #~oc  = 1, #~eG =0,  and #~,ugc = 4; and 
#~oG = 0, #~-e6 = 1, and #~6 = 3. 
Subcase l(aa): Suppose #~oa=#~e6=0,  and #~6=3.  If (t - 5)/2~<2, then 
G=3K3UT6.  Let's assume that ( t -  5)/2/>3. As each T (j) has order at least 2, 
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t -5  ~< ]YlG. As each H component is of order at least 3, [ J IG = 2t+ 1 -[o, Vflc ~<2t-8. 
Note that 4#J-6 =2t -  10. 
First, assume t -5~<IY- IG ~<2t- 12. Then lY'IG<4#Y'G. As I~IG =2t+ 1 - I J I c ,  
13 ~< I~ela ~< t+6. Now, 5 ~< IH(X) I ~< t and hence, t - IH(1)  I ~<t-5 ~< I:1~. By Lemma 11, 
there is a subset J of  {1 . . . . .  (t - 5)/2} such that Y'~-jcJ tT(J)l =t  - In(l) I. Thus, 
[H (l) t_J UjEj T(J)I =t. Hence, G contains Kt, n-t, a contradiction. 
Second, assume lY - IG - -2 t -  10 (which is 4#:-c). Then, [Y f IG- - l l  and hence, 
IH(J) I = 5, 3, 3 for j=  1,2,3, respectively. 
Suppose one of the tree components is K2 and hence [T(~)I is at least 6. Now, 
t -  7~<lI.Jj> 1T(J)[-..<2t- 16 (which is less than 4(#Y-G- 1)) and I~IG = l l~<t. So 
t - I~la = t -  11 <__ [Uj > 1 T(J)I. Hence, there is a subset J of {2 . . . . .  (t - 5 )/2 } such that 
~jEJ IT(J)[ = t - I~[G.  Thus [2H 3 UH5 t_J UjEj T(J)I = t, again we have a contradiction. 
If  no tree component is 1£2, then IT(J) I =4 for all j . Depending on whether ( t -  5)/2 
is odd or even, I1/2((t - 5)/2 + 1 )T4 t_J/-/3 [ = t or [((t - 5)/4)T4 t_J/-/5 [ = t, a contradiction. 
Third, assume lY-IG=2t - 8 (which is 4#3-G + 2). Then, I~[c=9 and hence, 
In~J)[--3 for j= l ,  2, 3. 
Suppose one of the tree components i /(2 and hence [TO) tO T(2)I is at least 12. Now, 
t -9  ~< [I..Jj> 2 T(J)[ <4(#J -c -2 )  and I~la = 9 ~<t. So t--I~la = t -9  ~< [Uy>2 T(J)I. Thus 
there is a subset J of {3 . . . . .  ( t -  5)/2} such that 13H3 U [.-JjcJ T(J)I = t, a contradiction. 
If  no tree component is /£2, then IT(~)[=6 and IT(J)I=4 for all j> l .  Depend- 
ing on whether (t - 7)/2 is odd or even, [1/2((t - 7)/2 - 1)T4t_J3H3[=t or 
[1/2((t - 7)/2 + 2)T4 t_J//31 = t, a contradiction. 
In the other subcases, we can argue similarly as in Subcase l(aa) to get con- 
tradictions. 
Case l(b): Suppose there are (t - 3)/2 tree components of even order. Then one 
non-tree component of G is duocyclic and all the other non-tree components of G are 
unicyclic. Now 
#£TG + #~G - 1 
#5~G + <~ 1, 
2 
that is, 
#L#c ~< - #~ - 2#SAG + 3. 
I f  the duocyclic component of G is H*,  then in: = ino gives 
2t + 1 + #~6 -- #5°c 
t - - l~> 
2 
which turns out o be 
3 + #~a ~<#£Pc. 
Thus, #~c =#See = 0 and #~c = 3 and, therefore, #grog = 2 and #9~ = 1. By an 
argument similar to Subcase l(aa), we get a contradiction. 
If  the duocyclic component of G is F*,  then we get a contradiction similarly. 
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Case l(c): Suppose there are (t - 1)/2 tree components of even order. Then two 
non-tree components of G are duocyclic and all the other non-tree components of G 
are unicyclic, or one non-tree component of G is tricyclic and all the other non-tree 
components of G are unicyclic. Now, 
#~f'G + #~?o - 1 #~eo + =0, 
2 
that is, 
#~G = - ##~a - 2#6ca + 1. 
Considering all the possible non-tree, non-unicyclic components, the only possible form 
of graphs is G=(( t -  1)/2)K2 UA (where A is given in the statement of Theorem 3). 
Case 2: Suppose G has no tree component of odd order except for one K1. By 
applying transformations in Lemma 6 repeatedly, we get G' which has no tree com- 
ponent of odd order. If ia, < t, G ~ has a tree component Ta with ire > a/2, or G ~ has 
a unicyclic component Fa with ieo > [a/2], then 
2t + 1 + ##~G' -- #~G' 
t- - l~> 
2 
As in Case 1, G' =( ( t -  1)/2)K2 UA (where A is given in the statement of Theorem 3). 
Therefore by Lemma 6, G=Kl  O( ( t -  1)/2)K2 UFt3_~l and, hence, G contains Kt, n-t. 
A contradiction follows. So we may assume that iG, = t, iro = a/2 for all tree compo- 
nents Ta of G', and iFo = [a/2] for all unicyclic components Fa of G'. By arguing as 
in Case 1, there are either (a) ( t -  5)/2, (b) ( t -  3)/2, or (c) ( t -  1)/2 tree components 
of even order in G'. 
Case 2(a): Suppose there are ( t -  5)/2 tree components of even order. Then each 
non-tree component of G' is unicyclic. By Lemma 9 one component of G' is Foa 
(a >t7). As in Case 1, the following two inequalities need to hold: 
#~:G' + #~Oa, - 1 
#~eo,  + <~ 2 
2 
and 
Thus, 
iG, =t= 
2t + 1 + #~oo,  -- #.~o' 
#~'ffG' =#:Oa,  + 1 ~< -- #:Oo, -- 2#~-ea, + 5. 
Thus, there are three subcases to consider: #~-oo,=l ,  #~eo,=O,  and #~¢:o,=2 
where IFo] ~>7; #~oo, = 1, #~-eo, = 1, and #~c,  =2 where IFol~>7; and #~-oa, =2,  
#~'ea, =0,  and #~¢t°o , =3 where ]Fo(1)l~>7. 
In any subcase, by an argument similar to Subcase l(aa), G' contains Kt.,-t and so 
does G. A contradiction follows. 
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Case 2(b): Suppose there are (t - 3)/2 tree components of even order. Then one 
non-tree component of G t is duocyclic and all the other non-tree components of G' 
are unicyclic. By Lemma 9 one component of G ~ equals Foa (a~>7), Fo* (a>~7), or 
Fe* (a>~8). Now 
#~C'aa, + #~a'  - 1 
#See, + ~<1. 
2 
In all the subcases, contradictions result by arguments imilar to those in the subcases 
of Case l(b). 
Case 2(c): Suppose there are (t - 1)/2 tree components of even order. Then two 
non-tree components of G t are duocyclic and all the other non-tree components of G ~ 
are unicyclic, or one non-tree component of G ~ is tricyclic and all the other non-tree 
components of G ~ are unicyclic. By Lemma 9 one component of G ~ equals Foa (a>~7), 
Fo* (a~>7), Fe* (a~>8), Ha 2. (a>~9), Fo 2. (a>~7), or F ~2. (a>~8). Now, a 
#~(~G' + #~G'  -- 1 
#SeG, + -0 .  
2 
By arguments imilar to those in the subcases of Case l(c), G '= ( ( t -  1)/2)K2 UH2*2 
or G' = ((t - 1 )/2)K2 U F2t*z and hence G = ((t - 1 )/2)K2 U K1 U F3ffl which contains 
Kt, n-t, a contradiction. 
Case 3: Suppose G has no tree component of odd order except for two Kl'S. By 
applying transformations in Lemma 6 repeatedly, we get G ~ which has no tree com- 
ponent of odd order with ia, ~< t + 1. If  iG, < t + 1, there is a tree component Ta of 
G' with iro >a/2, or there is a unicyclic component Fa of G' with iFa > [a/2], then 
G' is ( ( t -  1)/2)KzUA (where A is given in the statement of Theorem 3) by Case 1 
and Case 2. Therefore, G=K1 U(( t -  1)/2)K2UF3t~1 and hence G contains Kt,,-t, a 
contradiction. So we may assume that iG, = t + 1, iro = a/2 for all tree components T~ 
of G ~, and iF,, = [a/21 for all unicyclic components Fa of G ~. By arguing as in Case 1, 
there are either (a) ( t -  5)/2, (b) ( t -  3)/2, or (c) ( t -  1)/2 tree components of even 
order of Gq 
Case 3(a): Suppose there are (t - 5)/2 tree components of even order. Then all the 
non-tree components of G t are unicyclic. By Lemma 9, two components of G ~ equal 
to Fo~ (a>~7). Now 
#,krt:G , -'b #~OG'  -- 1 
#:ec ,  + <~ 2 
2 
and 
2t + 1 + #~OG, -- #~G'  
i6, = t + 1 = 
2 
In any subcase, we can argue similarly as in the subcases of Case 2(a) to get a 
contradiction. 
Case 3(b): Suppose there are ( t -  3)/2 tree components of even order. Then one 
non-tree component of G' is duocyclic and all the other non-tree components of G' 
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are unicyclic. By Lemma 9 three components of G' are from among Foa (a~>7), Fo* 
(a~>7), or Fe* (a~>8). Now, 
#LPG' + #~G' -- 1 
#SaG , + ~<1. 
2 
In any subcase, by arguing similarly as in the subcases of Case 2(b) we get a contra- 
diction. 
Case 3(c): Suppose there are ( t -  1)/2 tree components of even order. Then two 
non-tree components of G' are duocyclic and all the other non-tree components of G' 
are unicyclic, or one non-tree component of G' is tricyclic and all the other non-tree 
components of G' are unicyclic. By Lemma 9, G' has two components from among 
Fo  a (a~>7), Fo* (a~>7), Fe* (a>~8), H 2. (a>_-9), Fo 2. (a~>7), or Fe 2. (a~>8); or 
one component equal to Fo]* (a ~> 11 ). Now, 
#LPG, + #~O' -- 1 
#~o, + =0. 
2 
By an argument similar to those in subcases of Case 2(c), we get a contradiction. 
Case 4: Suppose G has no tree component of odd order except for three Kl's. 
By applying transformations in Lemma 6 repeatedly, we get G' which has no tree 
component of odd order with io, ~< t + 2. By an argument similar to Case 3, we may 
assume that io, = t+2, iro = a/2 for all tree components Ta of G', and iFo = [a/2] for all 
unicyclic components Fa of G'. As in the previous eases, there are either (a) (t - 5)/2, 
(b) ( t -  3)/2, or (c) ( t -  1)/2 tree components of even order of G'. 
Case 4(a): Suppose there are (t - 5)/2 tree components of even order. Then all the 
other components of G' are unicyclic. By Lemma 9, three components of G' are Fo 
of order at least 7. As in the previous eases, 
#9~G, + #~oo, - l 
#~eo, + ~<2 
2 
and 
2t + 1 + #~roa, - #o"~:6, 
i a ,=t+2= 
2 
In all the subcases, we get contradictions by arguments similar to those in the subcases 
of Case 3(a). 
Case 4(b): Suppose there are ( t -  3)/2 tree components of even order. Then one 
non-tree component of G' is duocyclic and all the other non-tree components of G r 
are unicyclic. By Lemma 9, three components of G' are among from Foa (a>~7), Fo* 
(a~>7), or Fe* (a>~8). Now 
#-,q'G' + #~6'  - 1 
#~G, + ~<1. 
2 
By an argument similar to those in the subcases of Case 3(b), a contradiction follows. 
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Case 4(c): Suppose there are ( t -  1)/2 tree components of even order. Then 
#LPt, + #~t ,  - 1 #~et, + =0. 
2 
Considering it,, we see that there is no possibility. 
Case 5: Suppose G has no tree component of odd order except for four Kl 's.  By 
applying transformations in Lemma 6 repeatedly, we get G ~ which has no tree com- 
ponent of odd order with it, ~<t + 3. We may assume that it, =t  + 3, iro =a/2 for 
all tree components Ta of G:, and iv, = [a/2] for all unicyclic components Fa of G ~. 
There are either (a) (t - 5)/2, (b) (t - 3)/2, or (c) (t - 1)/2 tree components of even 
order of G ~. 
Case 5(a): Suppose there are ( t -  5)/2 tree components of even order. Then all the 
other non-tree components of G ~ are unicyclic. By Lemma 9, four components of G ~ 
are Foa (a~>7). As in the previous cases, 
#&at, + #~t ,  - 1 
#4:6, + ~<2 
2 
and 
2t + 1 + #~oG, - #~c,  
t+3 
2 
By an argument similar to those in the subcases of Case 4(a), a contradiction follows. 
Case 5(b): Suppose there are (t - 3)/2 tree components of even order. Then 
#~6,  + #~G' -- 1 
#6:t, + ~<1. 
2 
Considering i t , ,  we see that there is no possibility. 
Case 5(c): Suppose there are ( t -  1)/2 tree components of even order. Then 
#Set' + #~G' -- 1 
#~t, + =0. 
2 
Considering i t , ,  we see that there is no possibility. 
Case 6: Suppose G has no tree component of odd order except for m Kl 's  where 
m>~5. By applying transformation (i) in Lemma 6 repeatedly, we get G ~ which has no 
tree component of odd order with it, ~< t + m - 1. We may assume that it, = t + m - l, 
iro = a/2 for all tree components Ta of G t, and iFo = [a/21 for all unicyclic components 
Fa of G ~. There are either (a) ( t -  5)/2, (b) ( t -  3)/2, or (c) ( t -  1)/2 tree components 
of even order of G t. Considering i t , ,  we see that there is no possibility. 
Case 7: Suppose G has a tree component of odd order at least 3. We repeat- 
edly apply the transformations in Lemma 6 to obtain a graph G' none of whose 
components is a tree of odd order. By what we have proved in previous cases, 
G'=3K3UT6 or G '=( ( t -  1)/2)K2UA (where A is given in the statement of 
Theorem 3). I f  G'=3K3UT6, then G=2K3UT3UF6 with iG=t. Let us assume 
G'= ( ( t -  1)/2)//2 UA. Then as no component is a path of order at least 6 or a cycle, 
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the last transformation applied is transformation (i) in Lemma 6 and hence A results 
from K1 UFt3_~I . Thus G contains Kt, n-t, a contradiction. 
By the above seven cases, G=3K3 U T6, or G=(( t -  1)/2)K2UA where A=H2~_2 
or/72*2 with iA = (t - 1)/2 for t ~> 4 as in the statement of Theorem 3. By considering 
Lemmas 7 and 12, some examples of A are Ha ~ Hb ~ Hc where a + b + c = t + 2, 
Ha ~ 1t6 ~ He ~ Ted where a + b + c + d = t + 2 and irea = d/2, and Ha ~ F~ where 
a + b=t  + 2 and iF~ =b/2 -  1. [] 
4. Proof of Theorem 4 for t even 
Let G be a graph of order 2t + 1 with at most 3t/2 + 3 edges. Suppose G does 
not contain an independent set of size t or Kt, n-t. By adding edge(s) to G, we get a 
graph G* having 3t/2 + 4 edges with the same property. First assume G* is/(?3 U 2/-/5, 
/(2 U 3//5, or 2/(3 U T4 U H7. Removing an edge gives an independent set of size t and 
hence io ~>t. Second assume G* is (t/2 - 2)K2 UK3 UF*  2 for t~>4. I f  we remove an 
edge of/(2 or K3, then i6 t> t. Let us remove an edge of F*  2. I f  the resulting graph is 
connected, then it is Ft+2 and hence iG t> t. I f  it is disconnected, then it contains Kt, n-t 
and so does G. Now, assume G* is ( t /2 -  1)K2UQ for t~>4 (where Q is given in 
the statement of Theorem 3). Suppose we remove an edge of Q. If  the resulting graph 
is connected, then it is H*  3 or F~3 and hence, i6 I> t. I f  it is disconnected, then G 
contains Kt, n-t. Finally, assume G* is K1 U (t/2 - 1)K2 U Ft3*2 for t t> 6. Let us remove 
an edge of F3~2 . If the resulting graph is connected, then it is Ft2~2 and hence ic 1> t. 
I f  it is disconnected, then G contains gt, n_ t. Therefore to complete the proof of the 
theorem it suffices to show that the only graphs which do not contain an independent 
set of size t or  gt, n_ t are those given in the statement of the theorem. 
Let us assume that G is a graph of order 2t + I with 3t/2 + 4 edges which does not 
contain an independent set of size t or Kt, n-t. 
Case 1: Suppose no component of G is a tree of odd order. By an argument 
similar to that in the case for t odd, G has at most t /2 -  1 components of even 
order. 
There are either t /2 -  3, t /2 -  2, or t /2 -  1 tree components of even order. By argu- 
ing similarly as in the cases for t odd, we get G =/(3 U 2/-/5, K2 U 3/-/5, or 2K3 U T4 U HT, 
G=(t/2-2)K2 UK3 UFe*+2 with iFe*÷2 =t/2 for t~>4, or (t/2-1)K2 uQ where Q_/_/2. - -  t+3 
or Ft2~3 with iQ = t/2 for t/> 4. 
Case 2: Suppose G has no tree component of odd order except for one K1. 
By arguing similarly as in the cases for t odd, we get K1 U (t/2 - 1)K2 U Fet3+*2 with 
i~3. =t /2 -  1 for t>~6. Pet+ 2 
Case 3: Suppose G has at least two Kl'S or G has a tree component of odd order 
at least 3. By arguing similarly as in the cases for t odd, we get contradictions. 
By the above three cases, G is ( t /2 -  2)K2 UK3 UFe*+2 where iFe*+ 2=t/2 for t~>4, 
(t/2 - 1 )/(2 U Q where O = Ht2*3 or Ft2*3 with io : t/2 for t t> 4, KI U (t/2 - 1 )K2 U Fe~* 2 
with iyo3. =t /2 -  1 for t>_-6, K3U2Hs, K2U3Hs, or T4U2K3UH7. Considering 
~t+2 
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Lemmas 7 and 12, some examples of Fe*t+ 2 with iFe*+2 =t/2 are Ha ~ lib, where 
a + b = t + 2, and Ha ~ Hb ~ Tec, where a + b + c = t + 2 and ire, = c/2, some examples 
of  Q are Hat~Hbt~Hc, where a+b+c=t+3,  and Hat~Fe~, where a+b=t+3 and 
iFe ~ = b /2 -  1 and some examples of F3"2 with iVe3. = t /2 -  1 are Ha t~ Hb ~ Hc ~ Ha, 
t+2 
where a+ b+c +d=t  + 2, Hat~Hbt~Hct~Hd~Tef, where a+b+c +d + f =t  + 2 
and irey = f /2,  Ha ~ Hb t~ Fe*, where a + b + c = t + 2 and iVe* = C/2 -- 1, Ha t~ H 2., 
where a+b=t+2 and i~2.=(b-3) /2 ,  and Ha~FO2b *, where a+b=t+2 and 
iFo~. =(b - 3)/2. [] 
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